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H.D. 128661, AR Cas, /3 Ari and H.D. 209813

Bv Walter L. Gorza and John F. Heard

Abstract

From spectroscopic observations there have been obtained the orbital elements of

two eclipsing binary systems (H.D. 128661, AR Cas) and two spectroscopic binaries

(0 Ari and H.D.. 209813). For one system (H.D. 128661), no solution was previously

available. The other systems are well known and were investigated for possible

changes in their orbital elements. There seem to be no changes for AR Cas; a small

change in the value of the longitude of periastron, w, seems probable for /3 Ari ; and

there is some evidence of a change in the value of the semi-amplitude, K, for H.D.

209813.

I)ilrodiicfion

The spectrograms used during the present work were all obtahied

with the 12 A mm dispersion of the all-reflection grating spectrograph

attached to the 7-4-inch telescope of the David Dunlap Observatory.

The measurements were carried out on the Grant (AR Cas, /3 x\ri and

part of H.D. 128661) and Zeiss-Abbe (remaining plates for H.D.

128661 and H.D. 209813) comparators. Preliminary elements were

derived by the use of a series of computed velocity-curves drawn by

R. K. Young (except for /3 Ari, for wliich the Lehmann-Filhes method

was used). Least-scjuares differential corrections were carried out on all

the preliminary values by the use of a computer program written by

D. Hube. The equation of condition derived by Lehmann-Filhes

(1894) was used for all the systems, except for H.D. 209813 for which

—

its eccentricity, e, being so small—Sterne's (1941) method was used.

The indicated errors are mean errors. The phases (given in the tables

and used in the diagrams) are given in days relative to the finally

adopted value for T, the time of periastron passage. Table IX (see page

110) shows the wavelengths used in obtaining the radial velocities for

the four binary s>'stems.

II.D. 128661

The variable radial velocity of this star (a = W 33?!, 8 = +36° 22',

. niptg = 6.97, Sp. = AO) was first observed at the Simeis Observatory.

Jackisch (1968) foiuid that the star was probably an eclipsing variable

witli the minimum occurring at J.D. 2438906.4oo. Another minimum
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was observed by Harris (1969) to occur at J.D. 2440362.9070. Fol-

lowing the report by Jackisch, the star was placed on our observing

program and altogether 52 spectrograms were obtained between

February 8, 1969 and April 17, 1970.

By counting our radial velocity measures with the above-mentioned

times of minima it was possible to obtain a very accurate period of

3.33284(2) days. The assumption was made that both minima are

primary minima. This assumption seems to be justified inasmuch as

only one component is visil)le on the spectrograms. The differential

correction was carried out only on five elements, the period being held

fixed. The observations are listed in Table I. Figure 1 (see page 102)

TABLE I

Radial-Velocity Observations of H.D. 128661

J.D.
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TABLE I

—

continued

101

J.D.
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TABLE III—continued

J.D.
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and the adopted velocity curve. The error of a single observation was
found to be ±2.8 km/sec.

It can be seen that the value for co here obtained (that is, u = 31°4)

and the identical result obtained by Petrie in 1958 (Batten, 1968),

together with the two photoelectric solutions by Stebbins (co = 37°2o)

,

and by Huffer and Collins (oj = 3-4°± 5°), seem to rule out the sug-

gestion that there is a rotation in the line of apsides. If, nonetheless,

small variations in the value of co are real, then, the suggestion by
Batten (1960, 1961) that a third body may be present in the system

would explain these variations and the variations that Batten found

in the value of \'o, the systemic velocity.
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placed on our observing program and 44 plates were obtained between
August 31, 1968 and June 11, 1970. (On two occasions three plates
were obtained very close together in time and were combined into

normal places.) Since the period of the system is so very close to an
integral number of da\-s, no observations can be made at the present
time, of the maximum point in the velocity curve from observatories
in North America. This point now crosses the meridian during daylight,
and it will be the end of the centur>- before it will again cross the
meridian at a time when observations can be made, as it was at the time
of Petrie's observations. For this reason our preliminary elements
were obtained with the help of some of Petrie's observations near the
maximum point of the velocity curve. The least-squares differential

correction, however, was carried out only on our own observations.
The value for the period (as given by Petrie) was held constant. The
observations are listed in Table \\ while Table \l gives the preliminary
and the final elements. Figure 3 shows the individual observations and
the adopted velocity curve. The error of a single observation was found
to be ±2.3 km/sec.

50 60 70
PtiQse (days)

Fig. .3—\'elocit\- Curve for the Spectroscopic Binary ^ Ari.

The value for w ol)tained by Ludendorff is 21?88. that l)y Petrie
24?17 and the present one 20?01. Leaving aside Ludeiidorff's solution
(only two lines at the most could be measured on each plate), and if the
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TABLE V
Radial-Velocity Observations of ^ Ari

J.D.
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criterion is used that only variations that exceed three times their

probable error are real (Batten, 1968) then, since the mean error is

±1°28 (i.e. a probable error of ±0°86), it would appear that the varia-

tion in the value of w—41°6 in 82 years—though small, may be real.

H.D. 209813

Four plates of this star (a = 22>^01'"0,5 = +4()°45',m,. = G.;y2, Sp. =

KO III) taken at this Observatory in 193.5-37 showed it to be a spec-

troscopic binary, and from 39 plates taken in 194.5-46 the late Miss

Ruth Xorthcott (1947) computed an orbit using a period of 24.431 days

derived with the help of the first four plates. The 1945-46 plates were

from the prism spectrograph with dispersion of 33 A/mm. On six of iier

plates which were strong in the violet region Aliss Northcott was able

to see H and K lines in emission and to measure the velocities; they

appeared to follow the velocities from the absorption lines.

Blanco and Catalano (1968) observed a slight variability of the light

of H.D. 209813 to which they at first assigned a period of 25.98 days.

Not being aware that the star had been studied as a spectroscopic

binary, they suggested that the star was probably a Cepheid variable.

Fernie, Hube and Schmidt (1968) of this Observatory replied that

there were reasons to doubt the Cepheid explanation, and that the

light variations should be re-examined relative to Miss Northcott's

period to see if an explanation could be found in terms of an eclipsing

system. At the same time we put the star on our spectroscopic ob-

serving program for a second orbit determination.

From a combination of our 30 1968-70 observations (which are

listed in Table VII) and Miss Northcott's 1945-46 observations we
have improved the period to 24.4284 days. We then solved for the

remaining elements wliich are shown in Table \'III. Also in this table

are listed the results of a new solution for Miss Northcott's ol^serva-

tions which uses tlie improved period. Figure 4 shows our oljservations

and the velocity curve representing our elements.

A comparison of the new elements from the 1945-46 observations

and tlie elements from the 1968 70 observations calls for the following

conuuents. In view of the smallness of the eccentricity' tlie difterences

in the values of e and oo are not regarded as necessarih' significant. The
difference in 7, the systemic velocity, finds an easy explanation in the

fact that different spectrographs were used, llie difference of 1.5

km/sec in the value of K, the semi-amplitude, may be significant; it

is about three times the mean error of either determination, and on a

plot of tlie two sets of ol)servations it was (juite apparent. If it is indeed

real it is teni])ting to tliink of an exjilanation in terms of mass transler
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TABLE VII

Radial \'elocities and H and K Emission Widths
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10

Vo

(km/sec)
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and, in fact, we believe that the widths are constant and that the

velocity differences between emission and absorption lines are zero.

To return to the question of the light variability of H.D. 209813,

Blanco and Catalano (1970) in the light of new observations have

revised their period from 25.98 days to 25.3 days, but they state that

their photometric observations are not at all satisfied by the orl)ital

period, and that there are changes in the light curves of 1967 and 1968

and also apparent Huctuations in the period. For these and other

reasons they reject the suggestion that the light variations are associ-

ated with eclipses.

A model to explain tlie light variability and its period remains to be

TABLE IX

List of Wave-Lengths used in the Determination of the Radial Velocity for:

H.D. 128661
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found. Probal)l\' a discussion in terms of gas streaming witliin tlie

geometry of the Lagrangian surfaces would be illuminating in this

regard. Meanwhile it seems clear that H.D. 209813 belongs to a group
of spectroscopic binaries which all show greath- enhanced H and K
emission (Hiltner 1947; Gratton 1950; Abt, Dukes, and Weaver 1969).

Whether or not these other s\'stems show light variability of the type

seen in H.D. 209813 is important in determining a general model for

their behaviour, and such an investigation is currently being carried

out b\" Air. William llerbst at this Observatory.
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